DC Chapter Commemorates 30th Anniversary of Entrepreneurs’ Organization
with Founder Verne Harnish
Milestone Celebration Marking 30 Years of Significance
Washington, DC, USA (23 January, 2017) - The Washington, DC chapter of Entrepreneurs’
Organization (EO), celebrated EO’s 30th Anniversary with a commemorative event at the St. Regis this
past weekend. The celebrations brought together over 140 member entrepreneurs for a gala
networking dinner and a special talk delivered by the Founder of EO and DC Chapter Patron, Verne
Harnish.
Since its launch, EO has grown to over 12,000 members in 170 chapters and 53 countries. Chapters
the world over have joined in the 30th anniversary celebrations this year to commemorate EO's
commitment to transforming the lives of the entrepreneurs who transform the world.
EO’s Global Chairman, Brian Brault said, “As a long-standing member of EO, I have been privileged
to learn from and work alongside entrepreneurs across the globe. Through my EO journey, I have
witnessed personal triumph, the success of my peers and have seen first-hand the positive impact our
global network creates for the community at large. It’s been 30 years since it all began and it’s only
befitting that we celebrate this remarkable milestone with the man that took the first step to make this
happen.”
Sharing highlights from the evening, Marsha Ralls, EO DC Chapter President said, “As Chapter
President for the 30th Anniversary, I am so honored to serve and celebrate EO DC, its founder Verne
Harnish, EO Global Chair Brian Brault and the many VIP guests and friends that joined us. The
excitement was exhilarating with EO alumni and many of the region’s top entrepreneurs on hand to
honor EO 30!”
Over the course of 2017-2018, members across the world have united to celebrate EO’s impact,
reflect on progress and look ahead to the next 30 years. Marking the milestone anniversary this year,
EO also launched the Patrons Program to help build engagement with “superheroes” in the
entrepreneurial space. Visit our 30th Anniversary Celebrations page to catch a glimpse of chapter
celebrations and also meet some of the EO Chapter Patrons.
--###-About Entrepreneurs’ Organization
Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO) is a global, peer-to-peer network of more than 12,000+ influential
business owners with 170 chapters in 53 countries. Founded in 1987, EO is the catalyst that enables
leading entrepreneurs to learn and grow, leading to greater success in business and beyond.
About EO DC
The DC chapter of EO was founded in 1991 and is one of the largest chapters in the US. Through its
core values: Boldly Go, Thirst for Learning, Make a Mark, Trust and Respect and 'Cool!' EO strives to
build the world's most influential community of entrepreneurs.
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